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Can Tree Plantations Restore Degraded Tropical Forests? 

About 15 million km2 of the tropics is classified as“degraded". One way to rehabilitate 
degraded land and take the pressure off remaining forest is to establish plantations of fast-
growing timber trees. However， m加 yconservationists oppose佐'Opicaltree plantations， 
claiming白紙 theiruniform s加 C伽resupports low biodiversity， especially江 invading
vegetation is regarded as weeds and cut back. Exotic plantation trees are considered 
p紅 ticularlyde凶menta1to wildlife since native herbivores often cannot eat them. However， 
such views may need to be substantially revised， following a recent intemational symposium 
and workshop on“Accelerating Native Forest Regeneration on Degraded Tropical Lands" 
held泊 W部 hington，DC， USA d町 ingJune 11-14 1996 which explored how佐opical
plantations might enhance biodiversity and accelerate regeneration of natural forest 
ecosystems. Organized by the Intemational Union of Fores佐yResearch Organizations，出e
World Bank and the United States Dep紅佃lentof Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service， its 
main purpose was to assess the results of an 18 month research program entitled "The 
Catalytic Effect of Tree Pl阻 tingson the Rehabilitation of Native Forest Biodiversity: an 
Exploratory Analysis" (sponsored by the World Bank， USDA Forest Service， the Centre 
for Intemational Forestry Research and the Overseas Development Administration of the 
U.K.) which assessed biodiversity in various紅白 plantationsthroughout白etropics. In 
addition， researchers from simil紅 projects，not p制 ofthe WB-USDA-CIFOR-ODA 
research program， were invited to present comparable papers. Eighty-one p紅ticipants，
representing 24 countries， attended. 

In the keynote speech， A. Lugo pointed out血at，although plantations currently cover 
onlyabout 10 million ha (1 %) of tropicalland， 758 million ha of degraded land is potentially 
ready for planting， including more血an136 mi1lion ha of logged forest. Plantation tree 
species can be carefully selected to overcome the environmental constraints血atlir凶t
na加raltree establishment on degraded sites. Plantations ameliorate the micro-climate， 
rapidly recycle nutrients and attract seed-dispersing wildlife， thus enabling native woody 
plant species to proliferate. 

Most studies compared plantations with adjacent non-planted land (with a similar 
history of degradation)， using the species richness and density of colonizing woody plants 
as meas町田 ofthe extent of natural forest regeneration. One problem with血isapproach 
was血atin most cases， levels of biodiversity before the plantation 紅白swere planted were 
unknown， so it was possible白紙 differencesbetween the planted and non-planted sites 
may have existed even before the plantations were established. Another problem was a 
difficulty in comp紅ingbetween studies from different coun凶es，because di町erentmeas町田

of natural forest regeneration were presented by different speakers. Never仕leless，although 
the plantations studied had widely differing objectives (production of曲nberor other forest 
products， soil recovery， wildlife conservation etc.) and were in areas with very different 
levels of degradation， a clear picture emerged of plantations supporting more natural forest 
regeneration血血non-plantedsites， wi由 fewexceptions. However， the speed of regeneration 
varied enormously， depending on a host of interacting factors， of which the plantation紅白

species was one of the most important. 
In comp紅ingthree monoculture plantations in North Queensl佃 d，Australia， D. Lamb 

et al. found白紙 Flindersiabrayleyana supported由emost colonizing tree species (70) 
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followed by Araucaria cunninghamii (40) and the exotic， Pinus caribaea (20). In 
combination， the plantations supported 65% of the local w田 flora.On Hawaii， R. H紅ringωn
and J. Ewel investigated colonization of various plantations by both native and exotic trees. 
Eucalyptus saligna supported 42 species， Fr，似 inusuhdei 39 and Flindersia brayleyana 36. 
However， density of native forest plants was three times higher under Fraxinus than under 
the two other plantations.百leabundance of native plants decreased as血eplantation回 es
matured and canopy density increased. C. Geldenhuys extolled the plantation-assisted 
approach to restoring mixed evergreen forests on fire prone grasslands in S. A合ica.
Eucalyptus stands had a higher density組 dspecies richness of colo凶zingwoody and 
herbaceous plants th叩 standsof various pine species. He concluded that也emost cost 
effective wayωrest町 eforests is to allow plantations加 fosterregeneration. No pl組 ting
of native trees is necess紅yand the血inningand eventual harvesting of血eplantation回 :es
can finance the whole operation. 

However， other speakers reported impressive results from using plantations of mixed 
native species. In Brazil a mixture of 70 species of local forest出 eswere planted on 
disused， open-cast bauxite mines. Wi出泊 10yeぽ sthese mixed plantations were invaded 
by a fu措ler75 woody species whilst non-planted con住01plots remained dominated by 
grass with only 11 colonizing woody species.τ'he cost was about 25，000 bahtlha for tree 
pl組 .tingand 37，500 bah凶lafor site preparation (1. Parrotta et al.). N. Tucker also advocated 
direct planting of native 紅白sfor ecological restoration of degraded agricultural land in 
Queensland， Australia. Tree seedlings， raised in a nursery staffed by volunteers， were 
pl叩 tedby 1∞al fi釦 nerson abandoned fields. The plantations at住actedbirds which dispersed 
the seeds of a wide range of other native forest trees.τ'he system was most successful in 
lowland areas close to existing forest. In China both exotic and native trees were pl佃 ted
in a two-stage approach to restoring land degraded almost to bare soil. First eucalypts叩 d
acacias were planted which， a負ersoil fe此ilityrose， were replaced with a mixωre ofnative 
species.百leseman-made forests were quickly invaded by 47 native tree species. F. Wei 
and P. Shaolin concluded白紙nomatter what tree species紅 einitially planted， a man-made 
forest will eventually develop towards the zonal clirnax. 

One of the rare instances of plantations not accelerating natural regeneration was in 
Columbia where Andean alder (Alnus acuminaω) plan刷 ionscontained one-third fewer 
tree and shrub species白血 na飢rallyregenerating forest (C. M町 cia).The seed rain and 
levels of seed predation were similar in both， but soil in Andean alder planぬ.tionsappeared 
to inhibit seed gerr凶nationof some species. J. Powers et al. reported mixed results within 
7・ye訂・oldmonocultures of 11紅白 species，but only two of them (Hyeronima alchorneoides 
and Virola koschnyl) supported a species richness of woody colonizers simil釘 toor lower 
出m 血atin non-planted abandoned cattle pas旬re. Factors favouring establishment of 
woody species were rapid shading out of grasses， reduction in soil bulk density and 
accumulation of soil nitrogen. 

Whilst most papers concentrated on empirical results， very few dealt with the 
mechanisms of tree seedling establishment. Both K. Hardwick et al. and C. Hau s住'essed
血eneed to analyse the factors which might limit each stage in the process of seedling 
establishment (seed dispersal， predation， germination and seedling grow白).C. Hau showed 
that intense seed predation by rats， on degraded sites in Hong Kong， is likely to lir凶tthe 
effectiveness of planting 紅白 seedsin such areas to species with hard seed coats， which 
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can resist predation. K. Hardwick et al. showed how appropriate methods to accelerate 
regeneration of different紅白 sp配 iescould be devised by identifying and counteracting血e
constraints (lack of seed availability， low dispersal， poor establishment) which slow the 
process down. 

Colonization of plantations need not necessarily wait for natural seed dispersal， 
especially if economic species紅'edesired. C. Gunatilleke et al. described an enrichment 
planting system in different sized gaps within a Pinus caribaea plantation in出ebuffer 
zone of Sinharaja World Heritage Site， Sri Lanka， using both commercial timber and non-
timber trees. Most of the trees tested performed best in gaps created by cutting three rows 
of pine trees (spaced 2 m apart). The forest now produces a more diverse range of 
products， which discourages local people from buming it， thus protecting the integrity of 
the buffer zone and the W orld Heritage Site within. Enrichment planting can also be used 
to hasten recovery and add value to logged-over secondary forests， which retain vegetation 
and fertile soil. F. Montagnini et al. experimented with line enrichment planting where tree 
basal area has dropped below 10 m2/ha in血.estate of Misiones， Argentina. They identified 
several native tree species， which not only grow well， but also improve the local economy. 
The method is considered economically viable only at small or medium scales， but if 
complemented by management of natural regeneration between the lines， it becomes more 
widely applicable. 

K. Wightman emphasized the importance of improving n町田rypractices to produce 
seedlings of the highest quality， whether白ey紅'efor enrichment planting， establishing 
plantations or recons佐uctingcomplete forest ecosystems. Root training containers with air 
pruning and compost， instead of forest soil， improve post-planting survival and reduce 
costs. Inoculating seedlings with mycorrhizal fungi also produced impressive results in 
Indonesia (Y. Setiadi). The work of Thailand's Forest Restoration Research U凶t，which 
is developing techniques to grow a wide range of native forest紅白 species，to help restore 
百四land'sdegraded forests， was also presented (S. Elliott et al.). 

Along with the symposium， two workshops were held to identify紅 easof agreement 
arnong p副 icipantsand draft recommendations: the frrst focused on ecology and silviculture 
whilst the second tackled management and policy issues.τ'he frrst workshop addressed 
fo町 keyquestions: 

1. Under what site conditions can plantations accelerate forest recovery? All 
particip加 tsagr巴ed白紙 plantationscan significantly speed up regeneration on highly 
degraded sites， whilst on less degraded sites the benefits were more questionable. Other 
important factors include the distance from the nearest forest， its size and type，出epresence 
of suitable seed dispersers and their ability to cross the intervening landscape. 

2. What is the etTect of plan阻tionspecies on subsequent colonization by native 
forest t1ora? Most agreed血atregeneration in出eunderstory is largely dependent on血e
environment created by the c佃 opytrees and different species affect light levels， leaf litter， 
g出 scover， soil moisture and nu凶entsin different ways. However， as yet there is no list 
of “good"叩 d“bad"species. Mixed species plantations were considered more effective 
血anmonocultures in attracting wildlife， but very large mixtures might occupy all available 
niches and thus exclude new immigrating woody plant species by competition. 
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3. What is the role of wildlife? Time after time， the importance of birds and bats 
as dispersa1 agents w部 位'essedand any measures taken to enco町 agethem， such as 
inc1uding fleshy fruited species in the plantation design， was predicted to accelerate natura1 
forest regeneration. Dispersa1 of large-seeded住民sis limited， however， so planting such 
species was recommended to increase biodiversity. 

4. How can pl創 ltationsbest be managed to promote biodiversity? In heavily 

degraded areas，組ysite preparation which favours the plan凶 ionwill a1so favour the 
regeneration it fosters， but on less degraded sites， preparation will knock back the 
regenerating biodiversity. On the subject of weeding， a lively debate developed betw閃 n
the ecologists who favo町 biodiversityand foresters w~o often regard it as a euphemism 
for “weediness". The compromise reached was that pl姐 tationsshould be weeded for the 

frrst two years加a110wtheir establis加lent(especially on合ysites)， after which natura1 
regeneration should be encouraged (e.g. by reducing weed control and later thinning canopy 
trees). It was conc1uded白紙 foresterswould have to accept less出anmaximum financia1 
re旬ms，if出eywanted to increase biodiversity in plantations. 

Workshop two (management and policy) was less conclusive due to a lack of socia1 
scientists and economists amongst participants and a lack of data (because the 

WB-USDA-CIFOR-ODA research progr釘nhad been designed to address only ecologica1 
questions). More questions than answers were generated， such as what incentive would 
land owners have to allow biodiversity to flourish in plantations? Would a more diverse 
r佃 geof forest products suffice or would financial subsidies be necessary? In an elegant 
economic ana1ysis J. Kuusipa10 demons回 tedthat in southeast Asian dipteroc紅prain 
forests， it is a1ways profitable to restore degraded land after logging， but伽 tfinancia1 
profitability declines with increasing levels of degradation. He suggested出atrehabilitation 

of degraded佐opica1land is of globa1 importance and should attract intemationa1 funding. 
Severa1 p副 icipants白ought白紙 themain question was one of pl組，tationdesign. We 

need to design systems to harvest timber from plantations without destroying the natural 

regeneration. Perhaps lessons could be learned 合'om出esilvicultura1 systems used to 
exploit secondary forest in Indonesia? P. P紅白創naand H. Alrasjid evaluated 3 systems: 
selective cutting and repl姐 ting，s位ipcutting and replanting and the creation of artificia1 
gaps. Different systems suited different forest types， depending on the density and size of 
the位ees.

A fundamenta1 problem is the very long-term naωre of forestry. How can we plan 
today to meet the needs of future generations， when we don't know what those needs wi1l 
be? Perhaps plantations supporting diverse natura1 regeneration provide a possible solution， 

by keeping open severa1 management options， e.g. i) remove the plantation species and use 
由erevenue to cover costs and manage for biodiversity; ii) manage for a diverse r姐 geof 
forest products for commu凶，tyforestry or buffer zones for protected are部;or iii) management 
for intensive timber or pulp production. We紅'eentering an era of man-made佐opical
ecosystems which could be flexibly managed to optimize either economic productivity or 
biodiversity， as fuωre society demands. 

It was conc1uded白at，having shown白紙 technicallyplantations c組 beeffective in 

restoring degraded sites in the位opics，the economic and socia1 aspects should be explored 
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by another intemational project. Such a p吋ectshould examine the role of pl組 tations
supporting diverse natural regeneration within experimentallandscapes over a minimum of 
3 ye釘 S. The aim should be to evaluate use of the technical results of the symposium by 
local communities to increase productivity and restore biodiversity of degraded landscapes. 
百leproject should include further ecological and socio嗣 economicresearch， demonstration 
紅白s，education and training and the development of a standardized monitoring system. 

百lereare two ecological issues which we feel require further research (1) defining 
more clearly the situations where plantations can be most effective at restoring natural 
forests and (2) improving techniques for enriching plantations with the large-seeded紅白

species which do not disperse naturally into plantations or deforested areas. Other priorities 
include standardization of how the amount of naωral regeneration is quant出edand controlled 
experiments to test sustainable methods to harvest pl印刷ionswithout destroying the 
accumulated biodiversity. Socio-economic research should steer away from theory and 
concentrate on evaluating real-life prl吋ects.Such an approach would both maximize the 
practical value of the research findings and suit future projects for funding by organizations 
such as World Bank whose main aim is to alleviate poverty. 

Personally we both found the meeting to be an immensely rewarding experience and 
came away with a host of practical ideas to improve 0町 ownresearch on restoring百lailand's
degraded forests. The organizers訂 eto be congratulated for keeping conference “frills" 
to a minimum， so白atsponsorship was available to bring toge出ersuch a diverse， yet 
highly focused， group of participants， thus enabling real progress to be made. 

The proceedings， which will be published as a special issue of Forest Ecology and 
Management (Elsevier press)，紅'elikely to become essential reading for forest managers 
throughout the佐opics，whether出eyare concemed with recons佐uctingcomplex forest 
ecosystems for conservation or increasing biodiversity in commercial plantations. For 
fu拙lerinformation please contact John Parrotta， USDA Forest Service， Intemational Institute 
of Tropical Fores住y，P.O. Box 25，000， Rio Piedras， PR 00928-5000， USA， Tel +1-787-
7665335; f;凱 +1-787-76ι6302;e-mail: Is竺j.parrottaiou=r12a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com.
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